Recommending new items in real-world e-commerce portals is a challenging problem as the cold start phenomenon. To address this problem, we propose a novel recommendation model, i.e., adversarial neural network with multiple generators, to generate users from multiple perspectives of items' attributes. Namely, the generated users are represented by attribute-level features. As both users and items are attribute-level representations, we can implicitly obtain user-item attribute-level interaction information. In light of this, the new item can be recommended to users based on attribute-level similarity. Extensive experimental results on two item cold-start scenarios, movie and goods recommendation, verify the effectiveness of our proposed model as compared to state-of-the-art baselines.
: An example of the relationship between an item's attributes and user profiles. The left part lists the attributes of the shoes while the right part lists the possible user profiles that are inferred from the corresponding attributes.
between users and items through latent representations of them. Recently, several deep learning models [16, 18, 36] have been applied to improve the recommendation performance via computing scores of the pairs of users and items. However, the so-called coldstart problem [29] largely affects the recommendation performance, which makes the personalized recommendation challenging. Specifically, when a new item comes into the recommender, it is hard to make recommendations due to the absence of historical data about this user or item.
In this paper we focus on the item cold-start problem in personalized new-item recommendation scenario, i.e., recommending a specific user new arrival items. Intuitively, we argue that one indispensable factor is the attributes of the new item [37] . Thus the key to tackle the cold-start problem in the new-item recommendation is to build a relationship between the new item and users. As each item has multiple attributes, each attribute often reflects a specific user profile in real-world personalized recommendation scenarios. An example is shown in Figure 1 , based on attributes of the given on-sale Nike sneaker shoes, a potential user who is interested in this product may have various kinds of profiles, e.g., Nike brand advocator, a sports enthusiast, or someone prefers discounted items. Inspired by this, we aim to optimize a matching problem between existing users and a virtual user profile generated from attributes of the targeting new-item. However, utilizing attribute information to reflect preference information of users is still a challenging issue: 1) To the best of our knowledge, the relationship between item attributes and user profiles has been untapped. 2) Given various attributes of an item, the generative module needs to simultaneously generate user profiles from various perspectives (e.g., item brand, item category, and item price) of the new item. 3) The generated user profiles need to not only be close to the real user profiles but also be matched with the given items.
Generative adversarial networks (abbreviated as GAN) are well known for its powerful framework in learning generative models of arbitrarily complex data distributions [14] . A GAN involves a generator (abbreviated as G) and a discriminator (abbreviated as D). In the competition process, G attempts to generate samples which are similar to the existing data, whereas D aims at distinguishing between the real and generated samples. In recent years, GANbased models have been successfully used to generate user-item interactions, e.g., IRGAN [33] , GraphGAN [32] and CFGAN [5] . In these approaches, GAN-based models learn from a user's latest behavior logs, and generate a user-item interaction representation (i.e., a latent vector) for a given user. Each dimension of the vector reflects the probability that the user will buy the corresponding item. Thus, the generated interaction vectors could be regard as the representation of the corresponding users. Although these models have gained excellent performance, there is no attempt to use GANs for item cold-start recommendation, in which no prior events are known for certain items [12] . Moreover, all existing GAN-based approaches cannot be directly applied to the new-item recommendation: 1) These models aimed to generate interaction information from users' latest purchase history, however, the lack of historical information is the key problem in the item cold-start scenario. 2) Since modern online platforms have millions of items, the generated user-item interaction vector would be very large and sparse, however, it is hard for GAN to generate the large and sparse vectors.
Regarding to the aforementioned analysis, in this paper we build up an end-to-end adversariaL neurAl netwoRk with multi-generAtors (dubbed LARA) to map item attributes to user representation. Particularly, to generate the representation of the user who likes the new item, we design a generative model with multigenerators to generate user profiles from different perspectives of the new item, respectively. Based upon all the generated user profiles, a neural network is introduced to output the final user representation. At this step, the generated user is the most appropriate user for the given item. Afterwards, a discriminator is introduced to distinguish the real user profile and the generated profile. At this stage, we introduce three kinds of training samples, i.e., the user who is interested in the item according to the ground-truth data, the user generated by the item's attributes, and the user who is not interested in the item according to the ground-truth data. The discriminator trained with these samples can guide the generator to generate user profile which is not only close to the real profile but also relevant to the given item. Finally, we can recommend the new item to users with similar attributes to the generated user.
To sum up, the key contributions of this work are three-fold:
• We design a novel item cold-start recommendation system by jointly modeling user profiles from different attributes of the item using an adversarial neural network with multi generators. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to learn attribute level item-user mapping by GAN. • We introduce some tips to improve the performance of our system. To avoid the sparsity problem, we introduce a new method to represent users. Besides this, to push the generated users be close to the real users and be match with the given items, we introduced three samples to train the model.
• We construct a large brand-new dataset based on customer's purchase records from a retail supermarket. This dataset contains transaction records in three months, and each item has multiple attributes, such as category, brand, and price.
We evaluate our proposed model on two real-world datasets to comparatively demonstrate the superiority of our model. 1 .
RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly review related work on cold-start recommendation and generative adversarial network respectively.
Cold Start Recommendation
One of the most challenging problem in existing recommender systems is the cold-start issue [42] . To solve this problem, additional information about entities (e.g., age, gender, occupation of a user and category, and description of an item) must be considered during the recommendation process. Inspired by this, several models have been proposed. Gantner et al. [12] proposed a method that maps item attributes to the latent factors of a matrix factorization model. With such mapping, the factors trained by standard techniques can be applied to tackling the new-item problem. Park et al. [24] gave another solution to utilize items' attribute information. They constructed profiles for item pairs by outer product over their individual information, and built predictive model in regression framework on pairwise user preferences. Besides this, there are many works combine the additional information with other information (e.g., collaborative information) to solve the cold-start issue. Saveski et al. [27] introduced a method that combines the content of the item and collaborative information into a unified matrix factorization framework. Specifically, given the description of a new item (e.g., the content of a news article), this framework could project it into a low dimensional common space and infer the users who prefer it. By doing so, they overcame the item cold-start problem.
With the development of deep learning, the deep neural network (DNN) is applied to solving cold-start recommendation. Wei et al. [38] proposed a framework which tightly coupled CF approach and DNN. The DNN is utilized to extract features of items, while the CF approach is modified to predict ratings for cold start items via their extracted features. Shekasta et al. [30] also proposed a DNN based recommendation system, which designs a purchase intent session-based algorithm to predict the purchase intent for cold start session-based scenarios. Particularly, this approach uses word embeddings to model the content of items and then feeds these embeddings to a recurrent neural network. Beside this, in [11] , to make accurate recommendations, the additional information is used to learn a robust feature representation by a DNN coupled with a latent factor model. And with this representation, the proposed model could generalize to new items.
Generative Adversarial Network
In order to solve the generative problem in the field of computer vision, Goodfellow et al. [14] proposed a model named Generative Adversarial Network, and it has attracted much attention for its powerful framework in learning generative models for arbitrarily complex data distributions. Moreover, it has already gained huge success in many tasks, such as image generation [22, 40] , natural language generation [15, 34, 41] , and music generation [9, 10] . In order to control modes of the data being generated, Mirza et al. [23] proposed a model named conditional Generative Adversarial Network. They argued that generative adversarial net can be extended to a conditional model if both the generator and discriminator are conditioned on some extra information, such as class labels and data from other modalities.
Recently, there are many efforts to apply GAN to the field of recommender systems. IRGAN [33] and GraphGAN [32] are the pioneering methods that demonstrated the potential of GAN in collaborative filtering framework. Their main idea is that, given a user, let G generate the probability of items that the user might purchase, and then it samples the item which has the highest probability with the expectation to fool D, while let D discriminate ground truth item from the sampled one. After several this adversarial process, G will eventually capture the true distribution of users' preferences over items. It is worth mentioning that the policy-gradient based reinforcement learning is employed to guide G by using D's output as a reward signal [5] . By this way, IRGAN and GraphGAN have achieved a promising accuracy in recommendation on realworld data. However, as the training progresses, the G will sample more and more items that are exactly the same as those in the ground truth since the item indices are discrete and finite. In order to solve the problem arising in IRGAN and GraphGAN, Chae et al. [5] suggested a new direction of vector-wise adversarial training and proposed a framework called CFGAN. Different from IRGAN and GraphGAN, the G of CFGAN does not sample item indices, it just generates the probability vectors foritems to fool the D. In these works, the user presentations are constructed by their historical interactions with items. Consequently, they are not suitable for the cold start scenario which lacks of historical purchase records.
METHOD
In this section, we first formulate the task of item cold-start recommendation. And then we detail each part of our scheme. At last, we demonstrate how our framework can be utilized to solve the item cold-start problem in new-item recommendation.
Problem Formulation
Suppose that an online platform has a set of items I = {I 1 , I 2 , ..., I n } and a set of users U = {U 1 , U 2 , ..., U m }. Each item I i ∈ I is represented by its attributes A i = {a i1 , a i2 , . . . , a ik i }, where k i denotes the number of attributes. Each attribute refers to a scalar (e.g., the category ID or the brand ID of the item) or a vector (e.g., the TF-IDF of item description). In the item cold-start scenario, given a new item I t with k attributes, we aim to generate the representation of the user who likes the new item according to its attributes, i.e., u t ∈ R k . This is a user-attribute interaction vector, where the i-th element reflects if the user has interaction with the i-th attribute of the item.
The scheme of our proposed approach is illustrated in Figure 2 . It is made up of two parts: generative model and discriminative model. The generative model aims to generate the profiles of the user who may interested in the given new items, while the discriminative model aims to discriminate the generated user profiles and real user profiles.
Generative Model
The generative model aims to generate a vector denoting the user who most probably interested in the given conditional item I c , and each dimension of the user vector is expected to correspond to one attribute in the attribute set collected from all items. Novelly, we bring a separately generating and sum-up structure to the generative model. In this way, the generative process is separated into two stages. Firstly, each attribute a c i of the conditional item is assigned to a special generator д i , which accepts the mission to generate the profile of the latent user from a certain perspective. Afterwards, a neural network G is employed to incorporate all generated user profile vectors and output the completely generative user feature vector. The entire process in our generative model is formulated as follows,
where {a c 1 , a c 2 , ..., a c k } denote attributes of the conditional item, user profiles generated in first stage are formulated as д i (a c i ), u c refers to the user vector generated by our generative model from the conditional item attributes, and д i is the generator of the i-th attribute. The structure of д i should be adjust to the item attribute. In this paper, since the item attributes in dataset are discrete values, we set the д i as trainable embedding matrices.
Specifically, if we have obtained the generated user profiles from different perspectives, i.e., д i (a c i ). We hence can derive a holistic representation of the user by employing a neural network to the concatenation of all the generated user profile vectors, i.e., z 1 , as follows,
where W j , b j , and f j denote the weight matrix, bias vector, and activation function of the j-th layer, respectively.
Discriminative Model
On the contrary, the discriminative model tries to discriminate the well-matched user-item pairs from ill-matched ones. In order to improve the discriminability of the discriminative model, we introduce three kinds of training pairs: the conditional item I c and the generated user u c , the conditional item I c and a true user u + , and the conditional item I c and a false user u − . Here the user u c is generated by generative model whose input is the conditional item I c .
In the following, we will detailed the construction of the user u + and u − . The true user u + is the user who is interested in I c according to the ground-truth data. Specifically, we traverse the dataset to get the user who has interaction with I c and we regard this user as the true user u + . To represent the user, we firstly build a zero vector of which the dimension is the number of attributes in the dataset. Afterwards, we search the dataset to find items which have interactions with the user and fetch the attributes of these items to construct an attribute set. Finally, we traverse the attribute set and set the corresponding value in the zero vector as 1 to represent the user u + . As for the false user u − who dislikes I c according to the ground-truth data, we traverse the dataset to obtain the user who has no interaction with I c and we regard it as the false user u − . Similar to the true user u + , we also represent the user u − by the attributes of items which have interactions with it.
The goal of the discriminator is to distinguish the (u + , I c ) pair from the other two kinds of pairs as much as possible. Therefore, the labels of the three kinds of training pairs are set as following,
where the label of the positive pair (u + , I c ) is set to 1, otherwise, we set it 0.
The discriminative model D estimates the probability of user being relevant to conditional item, which is computed by the sigmoid function of the discriminator score, as,
where ϕ denotes the parameters of D. To be more specific, we employ a neural network with three layers as d ϕ ,
where z d 1 is the concatenation of the user feature vector and all the attribute vectors of item I n , and W d j , b d j , and f d j denote the weight matrix, bias vector, and activation function for the j-th layer, respectively.
Overall Objective
Inspired by the idea of conditional GAN, the objective function of our model is letting the two modules play a minimax game to unify themselves. The generative model makes effort to generate the relevant user that is seemed to be interested in the conditional item and simultaneously similar to the ground truth users, as a result it can cheat the discriminative model. While the discriminative model tries to make a distinction between the ground truth relevant users and the fake one generated from the opposed generative model. Compared with existing GAN-based recommendation methods, our method introduce third kind of training tuples, consisting of a conditional item and a false user who is uninterested in the conditional item. The reason of introducing this term is that the observed ground truth relevant user-item tuples can only make the generative user approximate the right users for conditional item, nevertheless, the observed ground truth ill-suited user-item tuples can turn the generative user away from the false users for conditional item. Formally, the objective function of our model is constructed as,
where the generative model G is written as p θ (u c |I n ), θ denotes the total parameters of G, and N denotes the number of conditional items in our training set.
Optimization
By iteratively minimizing and maximizing the same objective function in Eqn. (6) , our method can learn the optimal parameters of the generative model and the discriminative model, respectively.
Optimizing Discriminative
Model. The objective of discriminative model is to maximize the log-likelihood of correctly distinguishing the right users from ill-suited and generative users of the conditional item. With the observed relevant users, the observed ill-suited ones and the fake ones generated from the current optimal generative model p θ * (u c |I n ), the optimal parameters of the discriminative model can be obtained by,
The above optimization can be solved by stochastic gradient descent.
Optimizing Generative Model.
In contrast, the generative model p θ (u c |I n ) aims to minimize the objective function, it learns the ability to conceive how a user vector looks like when only given the attributes of the item. Based on the observed feature vectors of the right users and the false ones for the conditional item, the generator forms the plausible user feature vector, both approximating the right users and away from the false users, to fool the discriminative model. It is worth noting that different from the existing GAN-based recommendation, our generative model directly generates the representations of users.
While optimizing the generative model, the discriminator D is supposed to be fixed. As a result, the optimization objective is just to Technical Presentation WSDM '20, February 3-7, 2020, Houston, TX, USA minimize the term correlated with the generative model in Eqn. (6) , as,
Recommendation via the Generative Model
After the alternating optimization is completed, given the attributes of a new item, the generative model can generate the attribute-level representation of the user who tends to purchase this new item. Each element of the vector denotes whether the user prefers this particular attribute, which also reflects the user's profile. Then we select the top-N users who are most similar to the generative user from the user set U as the objects of recommendation [25] .
As users are represented by vectors, the similarity between two vectors is regarded as the similarity between the corresponding users [3] . We can use various vector similarity measurements as the metrics to select the most similar users, such as Euclidean distance, Mahalanobis distance, and cosine between two vectors. In this paper, the cosine value is selected as the similarity measurement.
EXPERIMENTS
To thoroughly justify the effectiveness of our proposed recommendation model, we carry out extensive experiments to answer the following research questions:
• RQ1: Can our LARA approach outperform the state-of-theart baselines for item cold-start recommendation? • RQ2: Is the attribute-level user representation helpful for boosting the recommendation performance? • RQ3: Does eliminate the conditional item and false user pair affect the final results?
Datasets
To verify the effectiveness of our proposed method, we apply two real-world datasets in our experiments: the MovieLens 1M dataset 2 and the Inzone dataset 3 .
MovieLens. As one of the most widely applied benchmark datasets on recommender systems, the MovieLens 1M dataset can be utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of LARA. In our experiments, to remove noise and sparseness, we retain the interactions that rating value is higher than 4 as positive feedbacks, and treat other entries as unknown feedbacks. Also, the genre information included in the MovieLens dataset is regarded as the item attribute information. In total, there are 18 genres (e.g., action, fantasy, romance, and adventure, etc.) among movies, and each movie may have several genre tags. For example, Marvel's The Avengers has been involved three genres: action, fantasy, and adventure. But another famous movie, i.e., Titanic, has two genres: romance and horror. In order to unify the number of genre tags for all the movie, we set all the movies have these 18 genre attributes. If one movie is in a specific genre, the value of this genre tag is one, otherwise, the value is zero. Inzone. This dataset describes retail transaction records and product attributes from the Inzone 4 , a real-world offline retailer. It contains 198,488 transaction records and 432 attribute tags across 1,047 products, each of which has been purchased by at least 100 different users . These data were created by 54,765 users between March 01, 2017 and May 31, 2017. Users are selected at random for inclusion and no demographic information is included. Each user is represented by an id, and no other information is provided. Since the number of users in this dataset is much larger than those in existing datasets, it is more suitable for verifying the performance of item-based recommendation systems. Each product is represented by an id and has some attributes. The 432 product attributes of products are consist of two parts:178 brand tags (e.g., Nike, Coca Cola, and Lining) and 254 category tags (e.g., fruit, seafood, and T-shirt). Therefore, we set each product with two attribute tags, which is different from MovieLens. The first one is brand tag which has 178 values, while the second one is category tag which has 254 values. Table 1 summarizes their detailed statistics. And the data of each dataset is stored in a matrix with three columns: userId, itemId, and item attributes. There are 1,000,209 rows in MovieLens and 198,488 rows in Inzone. Each row in the matrix means an interaction between one user and one item, and the item has its own attributes.
For each dataset, we randomly split its items into two parts: 80% for training items and the rest 20% for test items, and then we construct the training dataset containing the interactions related to the training items and the test dataset containing the interactions related to the test items.
Experimental Settings

Evaluation Metrics.
To thoroughly measure our model and the baselines, we employ precision (P@K), mean average precision (M@K), and normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG@K) as the evaluation metrics [6] to measure the item cold-start recommendation performance from different angles. The metric P@K focuses on how many correct users are included in the recommendation list. The M@K and NDCG@K accounts for the ranked position of correct users in the recommendation list.
Implementation details.
We adopt 18 generators on the Movie-Lens dataset and 2 generators on the Inzone dataset on account of the number of attributes tags in two datasets. Experimentally, we utilize the sigmoid function as the activation function for all neural networks; for initializing the weights and bias in our model, we utilize the popular Xavier's approach [13] . Specifically, we vary the number of the hidden layers of the generative and the discriminative model with {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, the number of neurons in each hidden layer with {100, 200, 300, 400, 450}, the learning rate of the optimizer with {1E-05, 1E-04, 1E-03, 1E-02}, and the size of the training mini-batch with {128, 256, 512, 1024}.
RQ1: Performance Comparisons
To answer the first question, we compare the performance of our proposed method with the state-of-the-art cold-start recommendation methods. The baselines are listed as follows:
• UserPop: It is the simplest non-personalized recommendation algorithm that ranks users by the descending order of popularity (i.e., the number of items purchased by the user). • BPR-kNN [12] : This is a two-step method for cold-start recommendation. It uses Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) to factorize the collaborative rating matrix, and then learns latent factor representations of users and items. Meanwhile, this method learns a mapping between item attributes and the corresponding latent factors by K-Nearest-Neighborhood. This mapping can be utilized to infer the factors of a new item from its attributes, and then the obtained factors are adopted to make predictions for cold-start recommendation. • LCE [27] : This is a hybrid recommendation approach that combines both the content and the collaborative information. It decomposes the content and the collaborative matrix in a common low-dimensional space. In this way, it can project the content of a new item in this common low-dimensional space and infer which one the users are most likely to be interested in. We adopt the publicly available Matlab implementation 5 of the LCE algorithms. • NFM [17] : This model is the state-of-art model for sparse data prediction. It enhances factorization machines by modelling higher-order and non-linear feature interactions. In order to adapt it to solve the item cold-start problem, we rank the prediction scores of all users for one new item and regard the users which have higher scores as the recommendation. • DNN: This baseline makes some changes based on our proposed method. It adopts the same generative model to generate the users. The main difference is that the loss function is designed to minimize the Euclidean distance between the generated users and the real users, namely this approach regards the loss function as a linear regression problem rather than a logistic regression one.
For each baseline model, we test various values of its hyperparameters (e.g., the dimension of the latent factor vector in MFbased models) based on the values mentioned in the paper and select a set of values that provide the highest accuracy. We conduct an empirical study to investigate whether our proposed model can achieve better recommendation performance. To further demonstrate our improvement, we compare the second best results with our results to compute the improvement values. The results of all methods on two datasets are presented in Table 2 . We have following several key observations. First and foremost, LARA achieves the best performance, substantially surpassing all the baselines on both datasets. Particularly, LARA shows consistent improvements over LCE, BPR-KNN, and NFM, verifying the importance of utilizing attribute-level user representation and employing the attribute-level item-user interaction to recommend item. In addition, the improvement over the DNN indicates the effectiveness of our discriminator and simultaneously demonstrates that our proposed discriminator can force the model generate well user representation.
Second, when performing item cold-start recommendation, DNN outperforms the BPR-KNN, LCE, and NFM, especially on the Movielens dataset. The observed results make sense since DNN is capable of exploiting the attribute-level user representation and directly establishes mappings between item attributes and users.
Third, we observe that BPR-KNN, LCE, and NFM have unstable performance on two datasets. The BPR-KNN and LCE outperform others on Inzone dataset and Movielens dataset respectively. These three method only use an id to present a user and then try to predict the interactions (i.e., ratings) between users and new items, that means they ignore the relationships between item attributes and user preference. That is why they achieves the unstable performance on two datasets. It hence verifies the necessity of considering user preference information for item cold-start recommendation.
Lastly, the UserPop performs poorly than the other baselines since it makes recommendation according to the number of items purchased by the user, namely it ignores the information of the item and the preference of the user.
Moreover, since adversarial training is widely regarded as an effective but unstable technique, we further analysis the learning trend of our proposed method. Figure 3 shows the learning curves of our model on the two datasets. Here we only show the performance measured by P@10 and NDCG@10 as the other evaluation metrics reveal the similar trend. From Figure 3 , we can observe that after about 120 epoches on Movielens dataset and 80 epoches on Inzone dataset of adversarial training, both P@10 and NDCG@10 converge and our method consistently outperforms other baseline methods. 
RQ2: Effectiveness of the Attribute-level User Representation
Another contribution in this paper is using the attribute information to represent users. In order to verify the effectiveness of the attribute-level user representation, we propose a new baseline model of which the input is the item attribute information and the output is the interaction-level user representation, i.e., the dimension of the user representation equals to the number of items. We compare this baseline with our framework. From Table 3 , we find that utilizing interaction-level user representation degrades the recommendation results. We think the reasons are that: 1) As many items have similar attributes, the useritem interaction vector generated by baseline may not reflect the user's true preference, namely the items that the user dislikes may be selected as they have similar attributes with the given item. 2) In most situations, GANs have an advantage in generating dense feature vectors, just as the original GANs are applied to generating images [7, 8] . However, in recommender systems, the sparsity of the user-item interaction is inevitable since each user only has interaction with a small part of the whole items [17] . In the case of sparsity, while G tries to deceive D by generating user vectors resembling that of the ground truth, it may lead to a useless solution, namely simply predicts all the elements of the user vector to be 0. Therefore, the GAN model may fail to generate the sparse interaction-level user representation. Therefore, our user representation performs better as the user-attribute interaction vector shows significant increase on the density over the user-item interaction. This justifies the effectiveness of our proposed attribute-level user representation.
To gain the deep insights into our proposed attribute-level representation, We illustrate the learning curves of both methods on the two datasets, and the results are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the results are consistent with those in Table 3 . Our model shows a significant improvement over the interaction-level representation. Besides this, we can observe that our model has more stable performance on both datasets. This phenomenon also justifies the advantage of GANs in generating dense feature vectors. 
RQ3: Effect of Conditional Item and False User Pairs
Compared to the existing GAN-based recommendation methods, we present a new category of pair (u − , I c ) to train our model. We construct several experiments to verify the impact of newly introduced pairs on the performance of our model. We regard the framework in which the discriminative model has two categories of training samples (i.e., (u + , I c ) and (u c , I c )) as the baseline. This I c ) ). The detailed experimental settings are as follows: In the Inzone dataset, users provide implicit feedback by purchasing items. Each item contains the category and the brand attributes. Given a conditional item, we regard the users who never purchased the same category or the same brand items as the false users of the conditional item. For the Movielens dataset, we regard the exact users who rated low value (i.e., lower than three) to the item as negative samples. We randomly select the false users for each conditional item to compose the training samples of the discriminative model. The experimental results are shown in Table 4 . It can be seen that our model achieves a significant improvement of performance on the two datasets after the negative samples are added in the training process of the discriminative model. The reason is that with the addition of new pairs, the discrminator has the ability of recognizing the true user from not only the generated user but also the false one when given a conditional item. Consequently, to fake the discriminator, the generator is supposed to make the generated user not only approximate to the true user, but also away from the false one.
Furthermore, we analyze learning trends of our proposed method and baselines on these two datasets. The results are shown in Figure 5 . We observe that the learning curves start from different metric values and the curve, which represent the method with negative samples, consistently over the other. With the addition of new pairs, the distribution of train data becomes different from that of original data. Therefore, it is reasonable that learning curves start from different metric values. Also, because the addition of new pairs, the generator are pushed to make the generated user not only approximate to the true user, but also away from the false one. That is why our model with negative samples has a significant improvement of performance. Above all, we come to the conclusion that the negative samples consisting of conditional items and false users are absolutely necessary in the adversarial training of our model.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a novel network LARA to solve the item cold-start problem in recommender systems. The generative model is used to build the attribute-feature mapping. Specifically, we have assigned a generator to each attribute of the conditional item, the generator can generate a profile of the user who is interested in the conditional item according to the corresponding attribute. These user profiles are incorporated to construct the final user representation by a network. By this means, the generative model accomplishes the mapping between item attributes and user representation. The discriminative model attempts to distinguish three kinds of samples: the user vectors generated by the generative model, the true and the false ones from the ground truth according to the conditional items. The discriminative model guides the generative model to generate users well-matched with the conditional item. Extensive experiments on two datasets verify the effectiveness of our model. It is worth mentioning that we have constructed a new dataset, which is based on the transaction records of customers in a real-world retail supermarket. The dataset can be adapted to the experiments concerned with various problems in recommender systems.
As to future work, we will continue our research following two aspects: 1) As some state-of-the-art GAN models (e.g., WGAN [4] ) have made great achievements in acpects of the optimization stability and the generating effect. Therefore, we plan to apply their techniques to our model to improve the model stability and the recommendation performance. 2) We also plan to solve the user cold-start problem by using our framework, i.e., generate item feature vectors from the profiles of conditional users. We hence require to find a method to represent the item using users' attributes. 
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